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IntroductionIntroduction

"Delete" does not mean “Permanent Erase"

Today more and more people have sensitive information that they would like to 
protect from falling into the wrong hands. If your hard disk contains valuable 
corporate trade secrets, business plans, personal files or confidential letters, 
you must know that the delete function does not erase, wipe or overwrite the 
information beyond recovery. 

When you delete a file, the operating system does not destroy the file contents 
from the disk - it only deletes some "references" on the file from some 
system tables. Any software recovery tool can restore the data if it hasn't 
been overwritten or thoroughly erased. 



IntroductionIntroduction

Why we delete a file ?Why we delete a file ?

Freeing the disk space Freeing the disk space 
Removing duplicate or unnecessary data to avoid confusion Removing duplicate or unnecessary data to avoid confusion 
Making sensitive information unavailable to others Making sensitive information unavailable to others 
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As a result, your confidential information may be lying unprotected on your 
disk (not wiped, overwritten or erased) and it is almost impossible to prevent 
it from falling into the wrong hands 

We will take a look at popular programs that do just thatWe will take a look at popular programs that do just that: : like:like:
East-Tec Eraser . . 



Recycle Bin in BriefRecycle Bin in Brief

The recycle bin was introduced in Windows95. Recycle Bin holds data that not 
only lists deleted files, but also the date, time and the path of those files. 

By default, the recycle bin is configured to hold 10% of the total capacity of 
the default hard disk drive. For example, on a hard drive with a capacity of 20 
gigabytes, the recycle bin will hold up to 2 gigabytes. If the recycle bin fills up 
to maximum capacity, the oldest files will be deleted in order to 
accommodate the newly deleted files. 



Recycle Bin in BriefRecycle Bin in Brief

The same feature exists in other operating systems under a different name, 
for example in Apple’s Mac OS and various Linux distributions, it is named 
'Trash'.

Physical storage locationsPhysical storage locations

–– Each hard disk contains a hidden folder named Recycled. This folEach hard disk contains a hidden folder named Recycled. This folder der 
contains files deleted in Windows Explorer or My Computer, or incontains files deleted in Windows Explorer or My Computer, or in
WindowsWindows-- based programs. based programs. 



How The Recycle Bin WorksHow The Recycle Bin Works  

When you delete a file, the complete path and file name is storeWhen you delete a file, the complete path and file name is stored in a hidden d in a hidden 
file called Info or Info2 (Windows 98) in the Recycled folder. Tfile called Info or Info2 (Windows 98) in the Recycled folder. The deleted file he deleted file 
is renamed, using the following syntax: is renamed, using the following syntax: 

Examples:Examples:
New file name:New file name:
Dc1.txt = (C drive, second file deleted, a .txt file) Dc1.txt = (C drive, second file deleted, a .txt file) 

INFO file path: INFO file path: 
C:C:\\WindowsWindows\\DesktopDesktop\\Books.txtBooks.txt

New file name: New file name: 
De7.doc = (E drive, eighth file deleted, a .doc file) De7.doc = (E drive, eighth file deleted, a .doc file) 
INFO file path: INFO file path: 
E:E:\\WinwordWinword\\Letter to Letter to Rosemary.docRosemary.doc



How The Recycle Bin WorksHow The Recycle Bin Works  

Each drive has a Recycled folder. Files deleted from compliant pEach drive has a Recycled folder. Files deleted from compliant programs are rograms are 
moved to the Recycled folder on the drive from which they are demoved to the Recycled folder on the drive from which they are deleted. leted. 
DoubleDouble--clicking the Recycle Bin icon displays the folder listing of delclicking the Recycle Bin icon displays the folder listing of deleted files eted files 
available for restoration. available for restoration. 

Clicking a file and choosing Restore causes the original path toClicking a file and choosing Restore causes the original path to be read from be read from 
the INFO file, and the file to be renamed and restored to its orthe INFO file, and the file to be renamed and restored to its original path. iginal path. 



How The Recycle Bin WorksHow The Recycle Bin Works

If the INFO file is damaged or deleted, no files appear in the RIf the INFO file is damaged or deleted, no files appear in the Recycle Binecycle Bin. . 
However, the renamed files still exist in the Recycled folderHowever, the renamed files still exist in the Recycled folder. . 

If the INFO file is deleted, it is reIf the INFO file is deleted, it is re--created when you restart Windows. If the created when you restart Windows. If the 
Recycle Bin becomes damaged and stops functioning, deleting the Recycle Bin becomes damaged and stops functioning, deleting the hidden hidden 
INFO file in the Recycle folder and restarting Windows may enablINFO file in the Recycle folder and restarting Windows may enable you to e you to 
again access files in the Recycle Bin. again access files in the Recycle Bin. 



How Hard Disk worksHow Hard Disk works

To understand why developers have created permanent deletion proTo understand why developers have created permanent deletion programs grams 
such as these, it's necessary to understand how the operating sysuch as these, it's necessary to understand how the operating system stores stem stores 
andand    deletes filesdeletes files..

For example, let's begin our scenario by assuming you send a filFor example, let's begin our scenario by assuming you send a file to the e to the 
Recycle BinRecycle Bin. . As you may have discovered, you can easily retrieve that file byAs you may have discovered, you can easily retrieve that file by
doubledouble--clicking the Recycle Bin icon, rightclicking the Recycle Bin icon, right--clicking a file, and selecting Restore clicking a file, and selecting Restore 
from the popfrom the pop--up menuup menu. . 
But what if you already rightBut what if you already right--clicked the Recycle Bin icon and clicked Empty clicked the Recycle Bin icon and clicked Empty 
Recycle Bin? Recycle Bin? 

Your trashed files are gone, aren't they? Your trashed files are gone, aren't they? 



Storing The Data Storing The Data 

Data is stored on the surface of a platter in sectors and tracks. Tracks are 
concentric circles, and sectors are pie-shaped wedges on a track, like this: 

A typical track is shown in yellow; a typical sector is shown in blue  



Storing The DataStoring The Data

A sector contains a fixed number of bytes A sector contains a fixed number of bytes ---- for example, 256 or 512for example, 256 or 512. . Either Either 
at the drive or the operating system level, sectors are often grat the drive or the operating system level, sectors are often grouped together ouped together 
into clusters. into clusters. 

The process of lowThe process of low--level formatting a drive establishes the tracks and sectors level formatting a drive establishes the tracks and sectors 
on the platter. The starting and ending points of each sector aron the platter. The starting and ending points of each sector are written onto e written onto 
the platter. This process prepares the drive to hold blocks of bthe platter. This process prepares the drive to hold blocks of bytes. Highytes. High--level level 
formatting then writes the fileformatting then writes the file--storage structures, like the filestorage structures, like the file--allocation table, allocation table, 
into the sectors. This process prepares the drive to hold files.into the sectors. This process prepares the drive to hold files.



How OS Delete a FileHow OS Delete a File

When you delete a file and empty the trash, This When you delete a file and empty the trash, This 
emptying process emptying process ""deletesdeletes" " the file by overwriting the the file by overwriting the 
first character or characters in the file namefirst character or characters in the file name. . That That 
way, when users or programs request a file, the OS way, when users or programs request a file, the OS 
searches from address to address in the FAT searches from address to address in the FAT ((file file 
allocation tableallocation table) ) to find where a file's clusters are to find where a file's clusters are 
stored on diskstored on disk. . It then goes to the disk to collect each It then goes to the disk to collect each 
cluster of informationcluster of information. . If the reference to the file isn't If the reference to the file isn't 
there, FAT cannot retrieve itthere, FAT cannot retrieve it..



How OS Delete a FileHow OS Delete a File

In other words, this deletion process is telling the OS that theIn other words, this deletion process is telling the OS that the space taken up space taken up 
by this file can be overwrittenby this file can be overwritten. . But that space isn't necessarily used right way; But that space isn't necessarily used right way; 
sometimes it can remain unused on your system for yearssometimes it can remain unused on your system for years. . And programs and And programs and 
knowledgeable users can scan through your computer's guts and reknowledgeable users can scan through your computer's guts and recover cover 
these filesthese files. . 

Permanent file deletion software resolves this dilemma. Not onlyPermanent file deletion software resolves this dilemma. Not only does it tell does it tell 
the system that it can overwrite the space consumed by a file, ithe system that it can overwrite the space consumed by a file, it does the t does the 
overwriting itself, multiple times. overwriting itself, multiple times. 



Permanent Erasing ToolsPermanent Erasing Tools

You may already know that there are two 
kinds of recovery tools:

– Software tools (unerase utilities, unformat
utilities, etc.) 

– Hardware recovery tools (advanced electronic 
devices that can recover data by analyzing 
magnetic patterns). 



Permanent Erasing ToolsPermanent Erasing Tools

Software recovery tools may be stopped by simply overwriting the sensitive 
data, once, with any pattern.

However, because the way hardware recovery tools recover data, one 
overwrite of the sensitive data is not enough. The data must be overwritten 
multiple times, and with special patterns, in order to confuse the recovery 
tools.



Permanent Erasing ToolsPermanent Erasing Tools

Department of Defense has a standard, known as Standard DOD 5220.22-M 
is the National Industrial Security Program Operating Manual (NISPOM), 
Department of Energy, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and Central
Intelligence Agency must use.

It describes a way to destroy data so it cannot be recovered by hardware 
recovery tools. 



Permanent Erasing ToolsPermanent Erasing Tools

But, today, there are many opinions that the U.S. DoD standards are not 
good enough, that the method is not effective with the new data storage 
devices, etc. Many companies, network and IT administrators trust the 
Gutman shredding method algorithm with its 35 rounds of overwriting , 
created by Peter Gutmann, from the University of Auckland.

Our application also implements the Our application also implements the GutmanGutman method, that is considered to be method, that is considered to be 
the most advanced shredding method known today (far more secure the most advanced shredding method known today (far more secure than the than the 
U.S. U.S. DoDDoD method). method). 



Sensitive InformationSensitive Information

Disk areas filled with sensitive information which Disk areas filled with sensitive information which 
include :include :

The unused (free) disk space :

Unused space usually contains remnants from previously 
existing files that have been deleted, moved, only 
temporarily created and used, etc.



Sensitive InformationSensitive Information

Unused drive space include :

• Free clusters are groups of sectors that are currently not allocated to any file or 
directory.

• Slack space occurs for every file on a drive who's size is not evenly divisible by 
the cluster size. 

• On NTFS drives, currently unused Master File Table file records contain 
information (like name, date and time). 



Sensitive InformationSensitive Information

The Windows swap file. its the system file used for virtual memory support. 
The size of this file changes dynamically, and it can temporarily store the 
parts of files or other information. 

The Windows Recycle Bin. Deleted files Windows usually moves them to the 
Recycle Bin instead of removing them from disk. 

Configuration and data files and the Windows registry. Windows and a lot of 
programs (such as your Web browser) store a lot of sensitive information in 
configuration and data files on your hard disk or in the Windows registry. 
Most of the information is stored without your knowledge or approval. 



Sensitive InformationSensitive Information

The slack portion of files. The file slack is usually filled with random 
information that comes from your computer. 

File/Folder names and properties. After deleting files and folders on FAT or 
NTFS drives, recovery utilities may still be able to find the names and 
properties of the files and folders you have deleted, even if they are not able 
to recover any information from their contents. This may reveal very sensitive 
information. 



Permanent Erasing Tools Permanent Erasing Tools ((East-Tec 
Eraser))

East-Tec Eraser 



Permanent Erasing Tools Permanent Erasing Tools ((East-Tec Eraser))

Key Features and BenefitsKey Features and Benefits::

– Destroy all evidence of your online activities: Clean Web Sites, pictures, 
movies, e-mail messages, chat room conversation history, etc. 

– Destroy sensitive data from your computer: Clean traces of the 
documents and pictures you've recently accessed, and make sure that 
the files you are deleting are really gone 

– Remove cookies placed on your computer by Web sites. Keep only the 
cookies you approve 



Permanent Erasing Tools Permanent Erasing Tools ((East-Tec Eraser))

– Supports the most popular Web Browsers: Internet Explorer, Mozilla
Firefox, America Online, MSN Explorer, Opera, Netscape Navigator, etc. 

– Supports all types of popular programs such as Messenger, Email, and 
P2P Programs 

– Very secure erasing: meets and exceeds the U.S. Department of Defense 
standards for the permanent erasure of digital information. 



Permanent Erasing ToolsPermanent Erasing Tools

More ToolsMore Tools

–– Windows washerWindows washer
–– XX--way Securityway Security
–– BCWipeBCWipe
–– Eradicator Eradicator 
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